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Abstract: Internet of Things (IoT) has been making waves and is permeating into the everyday life of people. All the smart-* applications are built around IoT. This tutorial will provide an overview of IoT first and then discuss various dimensions of IoT. These include architecture framework, open horizontal platform, explaining all components from bottom up (i.e. from the things with focus on sensors and interconnection of the things). The open horizontal platform is being developed to solve the interoperability problem of the Internet of Things. It provides a layer of System abstractions and APIs to enable application software to interact with a diverse set of IoT resources and protocols. This tutorial will describe the Interoperability problem in the context of today’s ubiquitous Machine to Machine communication, describing different communication protocols, and describes web-standards based techniques to connect the multitude of Silos together using common data models and system abstractions. Some examples of data integration across different data sources are shown in the context of user applications. Further focus on the different enabling technologies like real world objects virtualization, cognitive and autonomic technologies, real-world knowledge proofing, objects networking, harvesting technologies, etc.
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